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ABSTRACT
Significant segments of the HRI literature rely on or promote the
ability to reason about human identity characteristics, including age,
gender, and cultural background. However, attempting to handle
identity characteristics raises a number of critical ethical concerns,
especially given the spatiotemporal dynamics of these characteris-
tics. In this paper I question whether human identity characteristics
can and should be represented, recognized, or reasoned about by
robots, with special attention paid to the construct of race, due to its
relative lack of consideration within the HRI community. As I will
argue, while there are a number of well-warranted reasons why HRI
researchers might want to enable robotic consideration of identity
characteristics, these reasons are outweighed by a number of key
ontological, perceptual, and deployment-oriented concerns. This
argument raises troubling questions as to whether robots should
even be able to understand or generate descriptions of people, and
how they would do so while avoiding these ethical concerns. Finally,
I conclude with a discussion of what this means for the HRI com-
munity, in terms of both algorithm and robot design, and speculate
as to possible paths forward.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The theme of this year’s Human-Robot Interaction conference is
“HRI for All”. What does this mean? It could mean making sure
that our robot designs are not implicitly (or explicitly) centering
the needs, values, perspectives, and desires of wealthy, white, non-
disabled heterosexual men. Alternatively, taking a subtly different
turn, it could mean making sure that our robot designs are explicitly
designed with, for, and to meet the needs, values, perspectives, and
desires of, non-wealthy, non-white, disabled, non-heterosexual,
and/or non-masculine or non-male interactants and users. These
are worthwhile goals that our community should absolutely pursue;
yet the approach towards these goals can take a variety of shapes.

Even taking an explicitly community-oriented participatory de-
sign perspective (e.g., Design Justice [24] or Engineering Justice [53]),
the ways that communities’ needs, values, perspectives and desires
are translated andmanifested into robot designs can vary drastically,
with enormous ethical implications. This approach to equitable ro-
bot design might manifest in at least three ways: (1) as an entirely
new robot product designed by, with, and for a particular commu-
nity; (2) as a robot whose appearance and behavior can be changed
by members of such a community; (3) or, and as discussed in this
paper, as a robot whose appearance or behavior change based on
the community to which an interactant appears to belong.

This last approach, which one might call identity-based personal-
ization, has been popular in communities like HRI, perhaps because
it presents distinct computational challenges that computer scien-
tists feel well suited to work on, and are incentivized to work on
by academic and governmental systems and structures. Within this
area, researchers have suggested personalizing robots’ behaviors
to a wide variety of factors, including gender, culture, ethnicity,
and race [40]. Researchers have argued that robots should be able
to adapt to the gender of their interactants in order to demon-
strate a more nuanced understanding of their environment [76],
be more user friendly [57, 71], better target them with advertise-
ments [34], and better emulate gender differences in behaviors like
handshaking [67]. Researchers have argued that robots should be
able to adapt to the culture of their interactant, in order to account
for differences in norms and dispositions between geographically
distinct cultures [39]. And researchers have argued that robots
should be able to adapt to the race or ethnicity of their interac-
tant, in order to provide better medical outcomes [96]. While work
on identity-based personalization in human-robot interaction may
be approached with good intentions, these approaches typically
require robots to represent, recognize, and/or reason about these
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identity characteristics. And in fact, these calls for increased per-
sonalization are being raised at a time when related areas like the
Computer Vision community are seeing dramatic upticks in at-
tempts to automatically recognize the race, ethnicity, or religious
group of individuals from camera data [29]1.

Similarly, even outside the domain of identity-based personal-
ization, there has been a wealth of recent research that does not
explicitly call for representing, recognizing, or reasoning about
these characteristics, but nevertheless calls for the development of
behaviors for which those capabilities might be natural antecedents.
For example, because of observations that robots’ failure to call out
or explicitly reject unethical behaviors could lead to accidental con-
doning of those behaviors and a weakening of moral norms [43], re-
searchers have been considering how robots could most effectively
call out and reject both overtly hostile racism or sexism [103, 106],
or racist or sexist microaggressions [49].

Work being conducted through these perspectives serves to dis-
rupt the status quo logics of robot design by operating through
the lens of pro-social justice design frameworks such as Feminist
Design [105]. Yet even this work must be pursued with great care,
as certain approaches towards such aims may inherently require
detection of racist or sexist language, which may in turn require
detecting, representing, or reasoning about the race, sex, or gender
of the victim of the offending language.

Finally, it is worth noting that there is a vast literature on robotic
understanding and generation of referring expressions. While most
of this work is focused on understanding and generating descrip-
tions of objects and locations, description of people is a popular use
case in this domain [27, 100–102]. Understanding and generating
descriptions of people naturally entails understanding and generat-
ing identity-based pronouns, adjectives, and nouns, presumably on
the basis of some perceptions, representations, and/or reasoning
processes, and indeed, HRI researchers have specifically argued for
perceiving gender for these purposes [77].

In short, opportunities and requirements to recognize, represent,
and reason over human identity characteristics are commonplace
throughout the HRI literature, both within and beyond the scope
of identity-based personalization.

In this paper, I will argue that while personalization and design
efforts that respect and work to the benefit of minoritized identity
groups are noble and worthwhile in purpose, these efforts must
be approached in a way that avoids representing, recognizing, or
reasoning over these identity characteristics, due to a number of
key ontological, perceptual, and deployment-oriented concerns. To
make this argument, I will specifically consider the example of race.
I will begin by considering sociological theories of race and ethnic-
ity. Next, I will discuss how those sociological theories suggest key
ontological, perceptual, and deployment-oriented concerns regard-
ing the computational representation, recognition, and reasoning
over race. Then, I will describe how similar concerns similarly arise
for other identity characteristics such as gender and culture. Finally,
I will identify and respond to possible counter-arguments before
concluding with a discussion of what this all means for the HRI
community and possible productive paths forward.
1To avoid further elevating these works I will not cite them herein, but hundreds of
such papers can be found by searching for terms like (“computer vision" AND (“race
recognition" OR “race classification")) in scholarly search engines.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Race: Definition, Origin, and Use
Before discussing the concerns that surround proposals to have
robots and other computing technologies recognize, represent, or
reason about racial identity, let us first be clear about the core con-
cepts under discussion, which are not typically considered with
a critical and precise eye in the HRI literature. Race is a socially
constructed [86] structure [14], knowledge system [87], tool [92],
or technology [23] for separating a population into hierarchically
organized categories2 (predominantly but not exclusively by those
sorted into the dominant category) so that value (and thus power)
can be differentially ascribed to these categories. While the origins
of race were informed by a variety of religious, social, and political
factors (especially the evolution of the English conquest of Ireland
over the twelfth through seventeenth centuries [92]), race can be
thought of as a fundamentally American invention, with the first
modern racial paradigm (with its constituent categories, hierarchy,
and politiculture [92]) emerging in the U.S. in the 17th century [84]
in order to satisfy the labor requirements of the English capitalist
/ colonialist projects in the so-called “New World” [85]. The third
iteration of this paradigm [92] saw the racialization of those en-
slaved in these colonialist projects [65] on the basis of primarily
cultural and religious (rather than phenotypic) differences [69], for
ostensibly religious – but more likely capitalist – reasons [87].

Understanding the origins of the first American racial paradigm
is critical not only because they help us to understand what race is
and how and why it was created, but also because understanding
the spatially differential transitions from that seventeenth century
paradigm to those used to structure today’s societies.

2.2 The Temporal Dynamics of Race
The delineation and composition of racial categories used in the
United States has evolved (and continued to evolve) over the past
four centuries. Legally, categorization schemes in the United States
transitioning from {white, Negro} to {white, Black, Asian, Hispanic,
“other”} [92]. Similarly, from a different level of analysis, many so-
ciologists argue that the current U.S. racial paradigm is still in the
process of transitioning from an essentially binary system [32] into
a ternary system (whites, “honorary whites", and the “collective
black") [15].

In parallel, the ethnic composition of these categories has simi-
larly evolved. Expanding on foundational accounts [42] to consider
a wider range of ethnic groups, Treitler carefully describes the
successful ethnic projects undertaken by many ethnic groups (such
as the Irish, Chinese, Italians, and Jews) who, after being initially
racialized as (or functionally equivalent to) Black (or, in Bonilla-
Silvan terminology, as members of the “collective black”), under-
went a process of “whitening” in which they were able through
concerted effort (typically at the expense of other ethnic groups,
especially African Americans), to increase their racial status and
change the collective “common sense” as to which racial group they
belonged [92].

2Some recent popular accounts have analyzed these categories through the lens of
caste [99]. While this is a revealing mode of analysis it is subject to longstanding
critiques that go beyond the scope of this paper [25].
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To summarize, the set of racial categories and the mapping from
ethnic groups to racial categories evolves over time within a racial-
ized society.

2.3 The Spatial Dynamics of Race
To understand the challenges that race poses for the global human-
robot interaction community, we must also understand the the
spatial differences in the racial categorization schemes that help
constitute different racial paradigms. It can be argued that much
of the world (especially the parts of the world acutely influenced
by U.S. and British imperialism) shares a similar racial paradigm to
the U.S., especially its particular White-Black axis, in part due to
the wide-ranging influence of American and British imperialism,
and more generally due to the origins of all racial categorization
schemes in those developed in early America. However, significant
differences exist even within heavily anglo-centric cultures, such as
the U.S., Australia, and South Africa [31], in part due to the unique
ethnic compositions and ethnic projects conducted within these
societies. For example, South Africa’s racial paradigm has been
categorized as {black, white, colored, Asian}, and Australia’s has been
categorized as {white, black, Asian, Indian, “ethnic looking”} [31, 36,
as cited in [92]].

Moreover, starker differences exist in countries with less anglo-
centric cultures. Brazil, for example, has been argued to have dozens
to hundreds of distinct racial groups [92]3. And for many African
immigrants, there is a common perception of becoming Black upon
immigrating to America [99].

To summarize, different countries are structured according to
different racial paradigms comprised of different racial categories,
and how one racially identifies and/or how one is raced may change
as one travels between countries.

2.4 Race in Robotics
Compared to topics like Gender, Race has received relatively little
attention in the human-robot interaction community. There have
been a small number of articles attributing race to robots or examin-
ing how racial prejudices carry over into robotics [10, 20, 30, 46, 88–
91], many of which have highlighted the problems with robots
being predominantly designed by, for, and in the image of white
men. In response to these concerns, scholars like Riek and Howard
[73] have called for more diversity in robot morphology and be-
havior. Similarly, researchers such as Ostrowski et al. [68] have
called for more attention to race when considering who gets to
design robots, and there have been a few efforts to explicitly design
robots with members of minoritized racial [64] and ethnic [59]
groups. Similarly, there have been field-wide calls to action against
racism [95] and against racist uses of robots [1].

While this small body of work is a welcome start within our
community, it does not come close in scope to topics like gender.
Evenwithin just the past year, there has been an astounding amount
of new research on robots and gender. A recent review by Perugia
and Lisy [70] found hundreds of papers on this topic, and a google
scholar search for “robot gender" yields over 150 papers on this
topic from 2022 alone.

3See Ch.2 Fn.27 for a discussions of the complexities of racial category enumeration
in Brazil.

Given the centrality of race within human society, given the
increased interest in identity-based personalization within robotics,
and given the relative lack of research on race in human-robot
interaction, I argue that it is critical to more carefully consider the
concerns that race presents for roboticists, especially the concerns
that may arise surrounding the development of robots that recog-
nize, represent, or reason over race. As such, in this work I will
explicitly consider race as an archtypical-yet-understudied point of
analysis within the space of identity-based robot personalization.
In the next section I will thus explore three categories of concerns
surrounding race in robotics from this perspective.

3 CONCERNS FOR ROBOTICISTS
3.1 Ontological Concerns
The first set of concerns for roboticists are ontological in nature.
Attempts to computationally leverage notions of race (especially in
a manner that is autonomous, explicit, and on-the-fly) would seem
to require robots to explicitly or implicitly assign some racial label
to interactants, in order to achieve this tailored personalization.
This would in turn require robots to use some representation of
a set of racial categories, likely provided by the robot’s designer.
But committing to any particular system of racial categorization
inherently plays into racist logics and would turn a robot into a
vehicle through which roboticists would wield race-as-technology
or race-as-tool. This can be seen in several ways.

First, if roboticists select and encode a particular set of racial
categories into their technologies, they reify and reinforce that
categorization scheme as legitimate. Moreover, selecting and en-
coding any set of racial categories would seem to presuppose that
individuals innately have a particular race that can be definitively
coded. Similarly, associating a specific racial label with a particular
user makes a claim that that specific person objectively falls into
that particular racial category.

Second, even if racialization-by-designer-through-robot were
deemed beneficial in order to, e.g., interact with users in a way
that reaffirms their own likely racial identities, doing so would re-
quire constant revision of robots’ methods for classification. Unless
developers were prepared to periodically reassess the racial cate-
gories selected, and unless a robot were prepared to periodically
reassess how users were racially categorized, the use of a particular
set of racial categories would seem to ignore the dynamic nature
of those categories, and the way that racial categories (used by
humans living in racialized societies to racialize themselves and
others) change over time, both in terms of the set of categories
that are used within a racial paradigm, how those categories are
hierarchically arranged, and how ethnicities are mapped to or asso-
ciated with those categories. And even if roboticists were prepared
to enact these continuous changes, this would be an explicitly racist
act conducted under racist logics, and would be especially trou-
bling given the current status quo in racialized societies like the
United States, in which those empowered to make these decisions
are predominantly racialized as White.

Finally, if a robot is designed to use a particular set of racial
categories, (temporarily ignoring the arguments above as to why
this would be a bad idea), if that robot or its software architecture
is made available for use in other countries, this would seem to
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ignore the fact that different countries use different racial cate-
gorization schemes. If a robot were designed to categorize users
according to the set of racial categories used in the U.S., for exam-
ple, and that robot were then deployed in another country, this
would serve as a vehicle for propagating and globalizing the U.S.’s
system of racial categories, and could be seen as part of the larger
colonialist and white supremacist projects enacted by the U.S., or
more generally as part of the “transnational assemblage” of racist
logics [21]. Moreover, when a robot classifies an individual user
according to a particular scheme, unless the robot is prepared to
reassess how that user is classified when either the robot or the
user are re-located to a different country, this would seem to ig-
nore the spatial dynamics of racial categorization. More generally,
efforts to classify individuals according to race and then store that
information as a static user trait ignore the nature of racial catego-
rization as a dynamic phenomena that is always performed from a
particular spatiotemporosocial perspective. I highlight these issues
to note the fundamental infeasibility and impracticality of robots
storing and using labels of interactant race; but I would once again
stress that even if robotic assignment of racial categories to users
were not infeasible or impractical on these grounds, attempting to
do so would reflect a design perspective grounded in racist logics
in which robots would serve as a means for designers to wield
race-as-technology or race-as-tool.

To provide a demonstrative example of these problems, let us
considerMicrosoft’s MS-CELEB-1M dataset. As detailed by Scheuer-
man et al. [82] in their examination of racial categorization in com-
puter vision databases, Microsoft chose to label the faces in that
dataset with the categories “Caucasian,” “Mongoloid,” and “Negroid,”
on the basis that these categories encompassed “all the major races
in the world”. By doing so, Microsoft reinforced several intersecting
notions: (1) that everyone in the world can be assigned to a consis-
tent set of racial categories; (2) that a single set of racial categories
are universally applicable; (3) that those three categories are the
categories that are universally used to categorize people; and (4)
that race is a scientific or biological rather than social concept (a
presupposition tied to those particular terms). Moreover, by labeling
individual faces according to this categorization scheme, Microsoft
implicitly claimed that the individuals in their datasets should be
and are socially classified according to that scheme. And finally, by
using these labels in their dataset, Microsoft researchers implicitly
provided others with a computationally-augmented opportunity
to use race-as-technology, in a way that would propagate their
own particular racist logics and worldview. Roboticists classify-
ing interactant race using models trained on this dataset would
implicitly buy into these claims and wield race-as-technology on
behalf of those who constructed the dataset. But moreover, due to
the unique persuasive power that robots wield, if this classification
were communicated by robots in any way, then roboticists would
risk actively reinforcing these notions in the minds of interactants.

3.2 Perceptual Concerns
In the previous section, I argued that having robots use a particular
racial categorization scheme, and assigning racial categories to
individuals within a robot’s memory, is a design perspective that
makes, reifies, and reinforces problematic and fallacious claims and

notions, and which ignores the spatiotemporosocial dynamics and
the very nature and history of race. In this section, I will consider
how racial categories would be associated with interactants in a
robot’s memory in the first place.

To begin, it is important to distinguish between racialization
and racial identity. An individual’s racial identity and how they
are racialized within a given social system may necessarily differ
due to the spatial and social dynamics of race described above.
This means that whether robot-internalized racial categorizations
originate from self-reports from interactants versus automatic cate-
gorization, for example, via machine learning classifier, necessarily
asserts the primacy of one source or the other. Collecting racial
identity or performing perceptual racialization would both be con-
cerning, however, as both could be viewed as a form of biometric
surveillance. In her book Dark Matters [18], for example, Browne
describes the history of racialized surveillance technologies, draw-
ing connections from the 16th century Book of Negroes through to
more modern digital surveillance technologies such as Databases.
Mobile, perceptual, agentic technologies like robots can be seen
as a further extension of this trend, regardless of the source of the
labels encoded in a robot’s memories.

Moreover, racial categorization of interactants on the basis of
perceptual data again requires adherence to fallacious and racist
logics. Automated racial categorization on the basis of camera data
can be seen as a form of digital epidermalization [17], whereby the
categorizing technology races and racializes, imposing race onto
the body observed. This is problematic in and of itself for mul-
tiple reasons. First, digital epidermalization reifies and reinforces
in-built, perspectiveless, and spatiotemporally static notions of race,
as described above (just as automatic gender recognition systems
erroneously treat gender as binary, immutable, and physiologi-
cal [47]). Second and relatedly, digital epidermalization reinforces
fallacious notion of essential differences; a process Scheuerman et
al. refer to as auto-essentialization [80]. Third, digital epidermaliza-
tion races and racializes without the consent of the observed, and
(assuming that visual classification is used in any meaningful way)
forces that racialization to be acknowledged and accepted by oth-
ers. Fourth, because face detection, recognition, and classification
technologies tend to work poorly for people of color (especially
women of color), digital epidermalization privileges whiteness (and
white maleness) [19]. Fifth, digital epidermalization’s privileging of
whiteness may bemost pronounced for those most “clearly” deemed
white. Just as misgendering serves as a form of structural violence
that negatively impacts trans individuals [6, 61] (see also [47]),
leading to overwhelming negative perceptions of automatic gender
recognition among trans individuals [41], it is reason to expect that
automatic race recognition would enact unique structural violence
on, and be particularly negatively perceived by, those whose race
is not clearly, cleanly, or “accurately” assigned by a robot. And
lastly, digital epidermalization fundamentally (and falsely) asserts
that race is something that can be objectively perceived through
visual stimuli, reasserting problematic and fallacious equivalences
between race and visually discernible, phenotypic markers such as
skin color.

Finally, it is worth noting that these concerns regarding digital
epidermalization and the perception of race arise regardless of the
provenance and annotation of the data used to effect automated race
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classification. To re-consider the example used in the previous sec-
tion, even had Microsoft contacted those whose images were stored
in their dataset and solicited how those people racially identified
(rather than, as one might assume they did, asking crowdworkers
to provide these labels), as soon as those self-reported racial iden-
tities were used to train a predictive model (e.g. for deployment
on robotic platforms), the resulting model would nonetheless be
subject to these concerns.

3.3 Deployment Concerns
Finally, regardless of what racial ontology a robot might use, and
how a robot might categorize people according to that ontology,
and regardless of whether or not such efforts would inherently op-
erate according to and reinforce racist logics, there are fundamental
concerns about racialized perception and data technologies that
transcend model parameterizations or data bias concerns. That is,
one might fundamentally ask why one is trying to perceive and
store race in the first place, who has access to this data, what they
might use it for, and how this might shift power in inequitable
ways: questions raised by justice-oriented “third-wave” AI Ethics
frameworks [52]. Like all racialized surveillance technologies, race-
classifying robots would present opportunities for the persecution
and oppression of minoritized racialized groups [26, 58], especially
by institutions that were created for this purpose or which have his-
torically sought such goals, such as law enforcement agencies [97].
Indeed, researchers have raised concerns about the use of many
of the technologies used in the HRI community that rely on face
detection [26] due to the potential for law enforcement to use
these technologies to systematically oppress people of color (see
also [38]), extending existing centuries-long trends of using surveil-
lance technologies as a tool of racial oppression [3, 11, 18]) These
concerns are especially relevant and troubling given existing trends
in the robotics community regarding the development of robots for
the police4.

4 GENERALIZATION TO OTHER IDENTITY
CONCERNS

While in this paper I have been primarily focusing on race as an
organizing example, most of the concerns described thus far also
apply to dimensions of identity discussed in the first section, like
culture and gender. While similar arguments may be made for
human identity characteristics such as class, ability, and sexuality,
and the intersections therebetween, I focus on culture and gender
in this section for two reasons. First, there has been substantial past
work attending to identity-based personalization of robots based
on these culture and gender. Second, there have been critically
important and timely calls made of late for roboticists to more
intentionally integrate cultural and gender-based considerations
into their design processes.

4As above, I am choosing not to cite these works explicitly to avoid further elevating
these works, but many papers on this topic can be found by searching terms like ((“law
enforcement” OR “police”) AND “robot”). I also acknowledge here that I am one of
the lead organizers of the No Justice No Robots campaign and thus have publicly
committed to advocacy against such robotics projects.

4.1 Ontological Concerns
The ontological concerns described above are most straightfor-
wardly re-applicable to gender. While the risks of internally cat-
egorizing someone as a man or a woman may not have precisely
the same consequences as assigning a racial category, committing
to a particular categorical gender categorization system neverthe-
less presents risks of falsely presupposing a binary or otherwise
over-discretized conceptualization of gender. While gender may not
have precisely the same spatiotemporal dynamics as race, robotic
automatic gender recognition nevertheless run the risk of assuming
an immutable. As Keyes [47] points out in their study of the HCI
literature, there is a persistent trend in even that body of work
to assume that gender is binary and immutable, even in papers
that focus on gender; assumptions that deviate from sociological
theories of gender [55]. Just as Microsoft’s classification of faces as
“Caucasian”, “Mongoloid”, and “Negroid” constituted a commitment
to a particular set of political, philosophical, and sociological claims,
so too do HRI researchers make similar claims about gender when
they commit to a particular gender categorization scheme.

The application of the concerns raised in this paper to culture is
less straightforward, in part due to the lack of clarity or agreement
on how cultures are proposed to be delineated and discretized in
much work on this topic [56, 75], with some roboticists discussing
cultures in terms of nationality [9, 66, 93, 98, 103] and/or as “Eastern
vs Western” [22] or “Arabic vs Western” [4, 5], and others differ-
entiating between individuals’ specific cultural orientations (e.g.,
individualist vs collectivist [35, 50, 54, 60, 78]). Nevertheless, there
is an obvious (if nuanced, confusing, and contentious) relationship
between ethnicity and culture, which are (for better or worse) used
synonymously at certain levels of cultural, social, and psychologi-
cal analysis [13] that warrants care, forethought, and precision for
those considering the development of culturally adaptive robots.
And in general, it seems clear that concerns similar to those dis-
cussed above may arise for any of these cultural categorization
schemes, if such schemes are used to computationally sort, label,
and characterize users.

4.2 Perceptual Concerns
The perceptual concerns described above apply to both gender and
culture. First, computationally collecting or perceiving interactant
gender or culture could, depending on categorization scheme, be
viewed as a surveillance project. Second, computational perception
of gender or culture could reinforce erroneously immutable and
physiological notions of gender and culture. Third, computational
perception of gender and culture similarly risk assignment of cate-
gories without consent, and potentially used in ways that require
others to acknowledge and accept these non-consenting assign-
ments. Fourth, these approaches are similarly likely to privilege
maleness and membership in dominant hegemonic cultural hege-
monic groups due to cross-group performance differences. Fifth,
as discussed above, these approaches are likely to inflict structural
violence towards those on the boundaries of whatever ontological
categorization schemes are used for automated perception [24, 47].
And finally, as above, and especially for gender, these approaches
would falsely assert that social identity can be confidently and
meaningfully perceived through visual stimuli.
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4.3 Deployment Concerns
Finally, as above, representing, perceiving, and reasoning over gen-
der and culture present ethical concerns when systems move from
the lab into the field, where researchers no longer have control
over how this data is being used, who as access to the data, and
how these data privacy and data use concerns might shift power
in inequitable ways. Culture, when viewed from the perspective of
a particular location with a particular racialized social system, is
wrapped up with race in complex and nuanced ways, regardless
of whether culture is viewed from that perspective in terms of na-
tions, broad categories, or personal orientation [7, 33]. Similarly,
there have been recent calls across multiple fields for increasing
attention to the ways that surveillance is gendered just as it is racial-
ized [2, 8, 28, 51, 62]. Finally, surveillance-wielding organizations
like law enforcement groups are known to wield violence in ways
that affect people with intersectionally oppressed identities in acute
ways [74].

5 COUNTERARGUMENTS
Now that I have discussed the three classes of concerns that recog-
nition, representation, and reasoning over identity characteristics
such as race would present for roboticists, I will consider the possi-
ble counterarguments that could be made and how those counter-
arguments may in turn be countered..

First counterargument: Failure to recognize race perpetuates color-
blind ideology.
As numerous scholars have pointed out, adherence to a colorblind
ideology in which one refuses to recognize or consider the social
reality of race is itself a form of racism, which perpetuates the
racial status quo through studied ignorance [16]. However, we do
not expect or desire other pieces of technology (including other
language-capable technologies) to recognize, represent, or reason
over participant race. And moreover, I argue that colorblindness is
primarily a concern for roboticists rather than a concern for robots.
That is, roboticists’ recognition of the social reality of race and the
ways it needs to be accounted for during the design process does
not entail an obligation to computationally model this recognition
in robotic technologies.

Second counterargument: Failure to recognize race precludes appro-
priate recognition and response to racist norm violations.
Concerns over colorblindness motivate a second argument, due
to the reasons why colorblind ideology is problematic in human-
human interactions. For language-capable robots in particular, one
could argue that failure to recognize how someone is likely to be
racialized (or gendered) could mean an inability to reaffirm users’
racial identities, and an inability to recognize and respond to racial-
ized microaggressions.

Recent work in the HRI literature has suggested that robots have
the potential to exert moral influence on human interactants, and
that a failure to recognize and respond to norm violating requests
could be viewed as tacit acceptance [43]. Similar research has argued
that the typical design objectives of the HRI community could
lead to designing robots that inadvertently lean into overt and
benevolent sexism [45]. Other recent work has thus argued for the
creation of robots through an explicitly Feminist design stance, in

which intentionally female-presenting robots push back on overt
or benign sexism in ways that subvert (socially harmful) gender
norms and expectations [103, 106] (see also [37]). One can imagine
a similar argument being made for explicitly anti-racist robots, that
refuse to accept commands to perform overt or implicitly racist
acts, that recognize and call out racist microaggressions, and that
can actively uplift and celebrate historically oppressed racialized
groups [64]. Enabling robots to ascertain the likely racial identity
of interactants could facilitate such approaches.

Considering these potential benefits requires a utilitarian anal-
ysis of costs and benefits. It is true that these capabilities would
benefit, in some cases, from recognition, representation, and rea-
soning over a potential victim’s identity characteristics. But it is
unclear whether the prevalence and severity of this category of
micro-aggression outweigh the concerns raised above.

Third counterargument: Representation of race can be grounded in
self-identification.
Some researchers in the Computer Vision and HCI communities
have argued that representing racial identity data can be appro-
priate if users willingly share this information [12]. This could
suggest that if users are providing this data rather than attempting
to classify it from perceptual data, this could be appropriate. But
this may only be justifiable if this data is being used in a way similar
to how it is used in that photo captioning work, e.g., to describe
one’s racial identity to others. It is not clear whether this would also
be acceptable for the purposes of robot behavior personalization
and automated adaptation. Moreover, in recent work, Bennett et
al. [12] present perspectives from populations under-represented
in HCI, who strongly argued for image captioning systems to err
on the side of less politicized descriptions of appearance, especially
when self-identifying information could not be maintained. This
further underscores the need for robots to avoid attempting to rec-
ognize, represent, and reason over race in most cases. In fact, this
could provide an opportunity for robots to positively wield their
persuasive power, by setting an example and not relying on this
type of information in cases where it has not been provided and
encouraged by a human referent. Even in those cases, however, I
would urge caution because (as described above) this would never-
theless further turn robots into racialized surveillance technologies.
Moreover, because identity characteristics are spatially and tem-
porally dynamic, even relying on self-identification might prove
problematic as identification changes over time or with re-location
of human or robot.

Finally, while robots in many domains may need to store verbally
provided information about other personal preferences or private
information, such information cannot be used to justify collection
of racial identity labels in the same way. Not only is it unclear
for what purpose racial identity labels would be used by robots,
but moreover, to use self-provided labels in any meaningful and
responsible way would require a nuanced understanding of race
and the way that categorization label fits into the broader racialized
social system in which the robot is deployed, thus undermining the
goal of relyiing only on self-provided labels.

Fourth counterargument: Robotic representations of race need not be
temporally static.
In response to my concern about the temporal dynamics of race,
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one could argue that databases of self-identifications could be peri-
odically revisited, revised, or retracted, in a way similar to computer
vision database practices promoted by researchers like Scheuer-
man et al. [82], through a predesigned data maintenance plan [79].
However, such an approach would seem to require substantial un-
compensated and potentially unreasonable effort and labor from
those needing to self-report their identities that would be exacer-
bated by the situated, mobile nature of robots (in contrast to the
image captioning contexts considered by Scheuerman et al. [82]).
Moreover, given that robotic systems will increasingly involve hosts
of spatially distributed yet integrated robots (as opposed to single,
monolith online systems), even a system allowing for self-reporting
of identity could have worrying surveillance implications. Finally,
I would direct the reader to the work of Scheuerman et al. [81]
and Hamidi et al. [41] for consideration of other concerns that may
arise even in systems allowing for self-reporting of identity.

Fifth counterargument: Users may correct or "opt out" from catego-
rization.
Finally, drawing on Hamidi et al. [41]’s work outside robotics con-
texts, one could argue that if users are told how they are categorized
they could provide corrections to the robot’s categorization, or sim-
ply opt out at that point. However, it is unclear whether this would
really be possible to do effectively in human-robot interactions
relying on synchronous verbal communication, especially given
privacy concerns that would arise in these cases, and given the
substantial potential for psychological and emotional harm from
verbal misracializing and misgendering by robots, (especially in
multi-user contexts) and the ways that this would push extraneous
and potentially painful labor onto human interactants.

6 IMPLICATIONS AND PATHS FORWARD
Given the argument I have laid out in this paper and its counter-
counter-arguments, I will now describe some implications for the
field of robotics, and possible design paths forward.

First, my overall argument should emphasize to the reader that
there are good reasons to attend to identity factors like race in
robotics. Yes, robot designers should de-centering whiteness and
other overly centered dimensions of identity. Yes, robot designers
should avoid colorblindness. Yes, robot designers should enable
robotic applications that recognize and celebrate minoritized racial
identities. Yes, robot designers should understand the implications
of race, gender, and culture in robotics. And eliminating the im-
plicit systems of power such as race, gender, disability and class
that underlie formal power structures requires recognizing and
interrogating those power structures [48].

However, I believe robot designers should also be extremely care-
ful about how they go about accomplishing these goals. While it is
critical for roboticists to consider these factors and interrogate these
power structures (see similar arguments regarding gender made
by Winkle et al. [104]), I have argued that there are unjustifiable
ethical risks to enabling robots to pursue these goals through means
that would require computational representation, recognition, or
reasoning related to these identity factors. There are a variety of
ways that roboticists can choose to design robots with sensitivity
to these risks.

One design path that roboticists could take moving forward
would be to simply avoid giving robots anything approaching the
ability to recognize, represent, or reason over identity characteris-
tics in any way. Going a step farther, roboticists could even avoid
capabilities that would seem to imply such capabilities and behav-
iors. For example, roboticists could avoid describing people in terms
of physical descriptions altogether. As an example, in other, un-
published areas of our research, we have been working to evaluate
robotic cognitive models of referring expression generation. To
do so, we have been using simple “Guess Who” games in which
participants and robots need to describe faces to one another and
interpret each others’ descriptions. This context embodies many of
the nuances discussed in this paper.

Because we did not want our robots to need to give (or inter-
pret) facial descriptions that used ostensible pigmentation or racial
categorizations, we did not include such descriptors in our robot’s
knowledge base; and we selected a set of (cartoon) face stimuli
which would not require the use of such descriptors for disam-
biguation. A consequence of this is that all of the faces used were
likely to be racialized as white; and due to a lack of consideration
of gender in our design, the problems we were trying to avoid for
race reared their head for gender nonetheless, with robots and their
interactants needing to rely on gendering in their descriptions. In fu-
ture work, we are addressing this dilemma by simply moving away
from face description. Nevertheless, we need to remain cognizant
that the algorithms we design for other domains would, when re-
applied to face domains by others, re-raise all of these concerns,
paralleling the risks of clarification algorithms moved to ethically
fraught contexts demonstrated by Jackson and Williams[43, 44].

A less drastic path forward, similar to image classification sug-
gestions proposed by Scheuerman et al. [81] and foreshadowed by
some of the discussion earlier in this section, would be to maintain
robots’ ability to perceive, describe and reason about descriptions
of people, but to do so in ways that embrace ambiguity and center
only what is observable, rather than making specific mention to
categories. For example, Scheuerman et al. [81] suggests computer
vision systems to classify people in terms of properties like whether
they have a beard, whether they are wearing a dress, and so forth.
These properties are important to peoples’ identities and are key to
what humans use to infer their own identity conclusions. Robots
could similarly rely on other gender, race, and culturally relevant
cues, without making conclusions about gender, culture, or race
themselves.

Another way of framing these possible paths forward is through
the lens of ethical robot design. Moor [63], for example, recom-
mends distinguishing between explicit ethical agents (robots de-
signed to explicitly reason over ethical principles) vs implicit ethical
agents (robots whose actions are constrained in ways that help pre-
vent unethical actions from being taken, without providing explicit
reasoning capabilities). In the robot ethics literature, researchers
have used this framework to argue for the use of explicit ethical
agents in various contexts [83]. However, this same framework
could similarly be used to argue for explicitly designing for im-
plicit ethical agency in use contexts where concerns surrounding
autonomous moral agents arise [94]. Just as the domains in which
explicit ethical agents can be deployed may be limited, so too may
the domains in which explicitly race-aware agents can be deployed
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may be narrow (e.g., to domains where interactants can provide
their racial identities, where this information does not need to be
stored in association with other personally identifying data, and
where these identities are used in the context of conversations
where this is deemed by those interactants to be important and
acceptable). In other contexts, it may be better to only design im-
plicit race-aware agents, wherein race is considered as a design
factor (especially in contexts where robots are being designed by
and for historically excluded populations [64] (see also [72]), but is
not explicitly recognized, represented, or reasoned over by robots –
or rather, by roboticists, through their robots.

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, I briefly considered the myriad risks of attempting to
recognize, represent, and/or reason about identity characteristics
like race in interactive robotic systems. While roboticists should
be cognizant of the dangers of colorblindness, and of the utility of
robots with implicit sensitivity to race and other identity character-
istics, I have argued that in most cases roboticists should refrain
from designing robots that explicitly computationally recognize,
represent, or reason over identity characteristics in their work. I
hope that this paper brings awareness to these risks, and helps
roboticists to steer away from dangerous racialized robotics tech-
nologies that our field seems to be approaching. Finally, I hope that
this paper will encourage roboticists to think more critically about
the overarching implications of what they choose to recognize, rep-
resent, and reason over in their efforts to achieve robotics design
goals such as personalization.
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